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'Pippin' production creates summer magic
by Sue Oiler Miller

Instant fire, disembodied hands,
talking heads and a disappearing
human sacrifice are all part of the
Eastern Summer Theatre Company '83
production "Pippin."
.
The musical comedy brought a little
magic to campus when it opened at the
Doudna Fine Arts Center Friday.
At the Saturday night performance
even some of the ol<;lsters in the audience were swept into singing "No Time at
All", a number. reminiscent of pizza
parlor sing-a-Iongs.
True, they may have clucked in
disapproval of the production's
simulated sex, street language and
bawdy story line, but they were warned-the production is for mature
audiences only.
The story is loosely based on a short
paragraph in history books about
Pepin, a son of Charlemagne the ruler
of the Holy Roman Empire.
Pepin was crowned King of Italy by
Pope Adrian in 781 A.D. and is
credited with driving the Saracens out
of Corsica and conquering Venice.
However, author Roger O. Hirson
shakes the dust off history books and
adds considerable sparkle to the Pepin,
or Pippin, character he developed.
Hirson's Pippin, played by senior
Rex Rund in Eastern's production, is
an idealistic, bumbling young man who
says he is "determined not to waste my
life in common, ordinary pursuits."
The story is narrated by the Leading
Player, a modern day master of
ceremonies played by freshmen Lewis
Blake. Blake dazzled the audience
when his lines were clearly spoken.
However, what was lost through
Blake's poor enunciation was understood through his gestures.
Sophomore Steve Scherer, who portrayed Charlemagne, shared Blake's
enunciation problems.
Blake tells the tale of how Pippin
tries to meet his overwhelming need to
be completely fulfilled through war,
lust, power and love. Disillusioned in

Sophomore Lewis Blake, practices a song during a
rehearsal of the Eastern Summer Theatre Company '83
production "Pippin." Blake has the part of Leading Player.
Blake grew up in the same neighborhood as Ben Vereen

the end, Pippin says "nothing turned
out the way I thought it would."
Following Pippin's quest for
meaning, the audience is taken through
an Eighth Century wonderland of
costumes, dance, . and music with a
definite modern upbeat.
One showstopper was "Spread a Little Sunshine," a bump and grind
routine by Pippin's stepmother,
Fastrada portrayed by junior Laurie
Hadfield.
Sophomore Kurt Christensen's portrayal of Lewis, Pippin's earthy half-

who played the same role in the Broadway production. Pippin will continue until Thursday. (News photo by Fred
Zwicky)

brother, was met with uncontrollable
laughter.
,
There was hardly a dance routine or
song that didn't elicit enthusiastic
audience response.
The actors' voices, when they didn't
get too high or low out of range, were
sweetly smooth. Especially pleasing to
the ear were the voices of Rund, Blake,
senior Susan Morse as Berthe and
senior Kathleen Scott as Catherine.
Rund and senior Dan Sullivan alternate portfaying Pippin on odd and
even nights, respectively.

The scenery and costumes successfully suggested the times. while
giving the freedom needed to move to
the . rock beat and keep the action
going.
Eastern's theater company managed
to create a little summer inagic for us.
So, if you like a well-done, frolicking
pursuit of war, lust, power and don't
mind some X-rated material, the magic
of "Pippin" can be yours.
The final performance of "Pippin"
will be at 8 p,m. Tuesday and Wednesday.

